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Abstract. Accurate wavelength assignment of each spectral element
for spectral-domain optical coherence tomography �SD-OCT� and op-
tical frequency domain imaging �OFDI� is required for proper con-
struction of biological tissue cross-sectional images. This becomes
more critical for functional extensions of these techniques, especially
in polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography �PS-OCT�,
where incorrect wavelength assignment between the two orthogonal
polarization channels leads to polarization artifacts. We present an
autocalibration method for wavelength assignment that does not re-
quire separate calibration measurements and that can be applied di-
rectly on actual data. Removal of the birefringence artifact is demon-
strated in a PS-OCT system with picometer accuracy in the relative
wavelength assignment, resulting in a residual phase error of
0.25 deg/100 �m. We also demonstrate, for the first time, a quanti-
tative birefringence map of an in vivo human retinal nerve fiber layer.
© 2007 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2764460�

Keywords: ophthalmology; optical coherence tomography �OCT�; birefringence;
polarization.
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Introduction

ptical coherence tomography �OCT� is an imaging tech-
ique that measures the interference between a reference
eam of light and a beam reflected back from a sample.1

ecent advancements have led to the development of spectral/
ourier-domain optical coherence tomography �SD-OCT�,2–4

roviding superior sensitivity and speed.5–8 Ultra-high speed
nd ultra-high resolution have been demonstrated for in vivo
phthalmic applications.9–12 In SD-OCT, the structural infor-
ation, i.e., the depth profile �A-line�, is obtained by Fourier

ransforming the optical spectrum of the interference as mea-
ured by a spectrometer at the output of a Michelson
nterferometer.2,3 In swept-source optical frequency domain
maging �OFDI� systems,13 a point detector is used to record
he intensity of the interference corresponding to individual
avelengths rapidly scanned by the swept-source, and this

nformation is converted to a depth profile by Fourier trans-
orm as in SD-OCT. Fourier transformation relates the physi-
al distance �z� with the wave number �k=2� /��. The spectra
btained with SD-OCT and OFDI are not necessarily evenly
paced in k-space. A proper depth profile can be obtained only
fter preprocessing to obtain data that is evenly spaced in
-space,3 and this requires accurate assessment of the wave-
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length corresponding to each spectral element for both tech-
niques.

Determination of this wavelength mapping is typically per-
formed using separate measurements of a reflective surface at
different positions in the sample arm.3,14 The importance of
proper wavelength assignment for SD-OCT was first noted by
Wojtkowski et al.3 Incorrect wavelength mapping generates a
depth-dependent broadening of the coherence peak similar in
appearance to dispersion in structural OCT images. The accu-
racy of this wavelength assignment can be even more critical
for a polarization-sensitive spectral-domain OCT �PS-
SDOCT� system. Qualitative PS-SDOCT has been demon-
strated for measurement of skin15 and human retina
birefringence.16 Quantitative PS-SDOCT17 requires a more
precise calibration and removal of polarization artifacts.
Cense18 already demonstrated that incorrect wavelength as-
signment creates artifactual birefringence. In PS-SDOCT, the
interference pattern is typically split and detected in two or-
thogonal polarization channels.14,17 Even a slight mismatch of
the wavelength mapping between the two analysis channels
leads to depth profiles with enough of a difference in depth �z�
range to create an artificial birefringence.14 A previous paper14

described a high-speed spectrometer that can be used in a
PS-SDOCT system, as well as a calibration method for the
spectrometer. In fact, some form of separate calibration has
been necessary in all SD-OCT and OFDI systems to date. The
disadvantage of such calibration methods is that they typically
require separate measurements of a reflective surface. Using
1083-3668/2007/12�4�/041205/6/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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he example of a clinical ophthalmic system, calibration data
rom a model eye are acquired before or after imaging of the
atient in order to later determine the appropriate wavelength
apping. The calibration procedure may be necessary for

ach measurement session due to thermal and mechanical in-
tabilities of the spectrometer, which is not practical in a clini-
al setting. This paper describes an autocalibration technique
herein the calibration data does not have to be acquired

eparately but is contained within the data of interest.

Principle of the Method
roper wavelength assignment can be achieved by imposing
nto the spectrum a known modulation that can be used for
alibration. In the system presented here, we introduce a per-
ect sinusoidal modulation as a function of k by passing the
ight through a microscope coverslip in the interferometer’s
ource arm. This slide creates spectral modulation by combin-
ng the light that passes directly through the glass with the
ight that is internally reflected twice before transmission. The
nterference can be characterized by an optical path mismatch
f 2dn, where n is the refractive index and d is the thickness
f the glass coverslip, and is in the form cos �2dnk�. This
pectral modulation is a perfect cosine as a function of k,
ssuming that n is independent of the wavelength for the
andwidth of the light source.

The presence of this spectral modulation is key in assign-
ng the correct wavelength to each pixel of the CCD in the
pectrometer case. In general, the pixels do not correspond to
venly distributed k, and therefore, the detected intensity
odulation is not a perfect sinusoid. The autocalibration tech-

ique alters the wavelength assignments until the resulting
pectral modulation matches a perfect sinusoid as a function
f k. This sinusoidal intensity modulation produces in all
-lines an identical strong peak along z corresponding to the
ptical thickness of the slide. This peak can be easily removed
s fixed pattern noise from the structural intensity images in a
atient scan.

Figure 1�a� shows a typical intensity modulation generated
y the slide for the spectrum of a Ti:Sapphire laser �Integral
CT, Femtolasers, Vienna, Austria� with a spectral bandwidth
f 150 nm centered at 800 nm. This spectrum has been ob-
ained as the mean of 1000 spectra corresponding to one
rame in a three-dimensional �3-D� patient scan. The interfer-

ig. 1 �a� Spectrum �in arbitrary units� of interference generated by
he slide as a function of the index of the CCD pixels. �b� Spectral
nterference fringes �in arbitrary units� corresponding to the slide,
hown in CCD pixel space.
nce fringes resulting from the structure of the scan are

ournal of Biomedical Optics 041205-
mostly washed out in this mean, while the fringes from the
slide are unaffected. The spectral interference fringes from the
slide are isolated with a bandpass filter in Fourier space, and
the result is shown in Fig. 1�b� in the CCD pixel space. By
keeping only the peak from the slide, we also remove the DC
component of the spectral interference, illustrated in Fig. 1�b�
as a zero-mean interferogram. When represented as a function
of k, the fringes in Fig. 1�b� should be perfectly periodic. For
a perfect sinusoid, the phase, or the argument of the sinusoidal
oscillation, is linearly related to k. This condition is used to
determine the accuracy of the wavelength assignment; an im-
proper wavelength assignment results in phase non-linearity
as a function of k. The wavelength mapping is determined by
minimizing the nonlinearity of this phase. An initial estimate
of the wavelength array W is generated �using the grating
equation based on the geometrical design of the
spectrometer,14 or alternatively, with a third-order polynomial
bringing the generated wavelengths in the spectral range of
the light source�. W is used to interpolate the spectral inter-
ference fringes to equally spaced k values. The quality of this
interpolation process is improved by zero-padding the spec-
trum.

The next step is to iteratively determine and apply correc-
tions to the wavelength assignment by reducing the phase
nonlinearity. The phase of the zero-padded and k-space inter-

Fig. 2 Depth profiles for the two polarization channels showing that
the peaks do not overlap: dotted line—H polarization; solid line—V
polarization.

Fig. 3 20 times zero-padded coherence peaks corresponding to the
two slides �a� and �b� for the two polarization channels showing per-
fect overlap after modifying KV and the spectrum V: dotted line—H

polarization; solid line—V polarization.

July/August 2007 � Vol. 12�4�2
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olated spectrum is determined and fit with a third-order poly-
omial. The nonlinear part ��K� of the polynomial fit �which
as only the quadratic and the cubic dependence on K and
epresents the deviation from a perfectly linear phase� is used
or correcting the wavelengths W based on the assumption
hat this nonlinearity is generated by wrong wavelength as-
ignment. Therefore, we calculate a new k-array K�, starting
rom the previous K=2� /W array and ��K�, using the equa-
ion K�=K+��K� /z�peak�, where z�peak� is given by
�peak�=2�Peak� index/ �Kmax−Kmin�. Peak�index is the lo-
ation of the coherence peak corresponding to the slide in
ndex space, and Kmax and Kmin are the extremes of K. This
orrection is applied iteratively to the original spectral inter-
erence, and the final result is the wavelength array W�
2� /K� that corresponds basically to linear phase as a func-

ion of K�. The condition to be met in order to exit the loop
ould be either a maximum number of iterations or a tolerance

ig. 4 �a� Spectra in k-space shifted with respect to each other. �b�
verlapped fringes from slide 1 for the two polarizations after shifting

V and interpolating spectrum V to the shifted KV: dotted line—H
olarization; solid line—V polarization.

ig. 5 Measurement setup for PS-SDOCT. HP-SLD—broadband sourc
er; RSOD—rapid scanning optical delay line; PBS—polarizing bea
G—transmission grating �1200 lines/mm�; L—photographic multiele

on beamsplitter; PC—polarization controllers.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 041205-
in the change of the wavelength array after each iteration. The
wavelength array W� is saved for later use when analyzing the
patient OCT data.

3 Calibration of a Polarization-Sensitive
Spectrometer

The accuracy of wavelength assignment can become even
more important for functional extensions of OCT such as
PS-OCT.14 In a polarization-sensitive spectrometer, the spec-
tral interference is analyzed simultaneously in two orthogonal
polarization channels, H and V. The procedure outlined earlier
can be applied to each of the two polarization channels; how-
ever, additional steps are required to remove polarization ar-
tifacts and to ensure that the two polarization channels cover
the same depth range z. In principle, one intensity modulation
provides enough information to yield spectra that are perfectly
evenly spaced in k-space. However, there is no guarantee that
the fringe patterns have exactly the same k-spacing in the two
polarization channels or that they perfectly overlap. Introduc-
tion of a second modulation provides the additional informa-
tion necessary to transform the two polarization channels’
spectra for a perfect overlap of the fringe patterns. In the
polarization-sensitive case, we use two microscope slides with
different thicknesses that create two coherence peaks at dif-
ferent positions along the depth profile in both polarization
channels. In general, the peaks for the two polarizations do
not overlap, as shown in Fig. 2, at the two depths correspond-
ing to the two slides given the mapping as obtained earlier.
We keep KH and the spectrum H unmodified, and we correct
for this by modifying KV, the k-array associated to the V
spectrum.

The depth position of the coherence peak is given by the
frequency of the fringes in k-space, which is related to the

olator; M—polarization modulator; SL—slit lamp based retinal scan-
er; ND—variable neutral density filter; C—collimator �f=100 mm�;
ens �f=105 mm�; CCD—line scan CCD camera; W—calcite Wollas-
e; I—is
msplitt
ment l
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lope of the phase. All these quantities have to be the same for
he two polarization channels. Therefore, the V spectrum must
e modified such that the fringes have the same frequency.
ince we already have the mapping for H and V, we calculate

he depth z for each pixel in the depth profile for both H and
�zH and zV�. We then compare zH and zV at the two peaks

nd determine the percentage needed to expand or contract KV
uch that the coherence peaks for the two polarizations over-
ap at the two depths �percentage=zH�peak2� /zV�peak2��. A
ew KV is calculated, KV� , based on this percentage �KV� =K0
1 / percentage*�KV−K0� where K0 is the central k value�,

nd the V spectrum is interpolated from KV� to KH to bring
oth spectra in the same k-range. The result, illustrated in Fig.

ig. 6 The depth decay measured with a mirror in a model eye in the
ample arm. �The reference mirror was moved in steps of 100 �m in
ir.� Red and blue correspond to the two polarization channels,

and V.

ig. 8 OCT scan �4.24�5.29 mm2� of the retina of a normal volunte
emporal crescent �white area temporal to the ONH�; �b� birefringenc
he left indicates the excluded area in the birefringence and thickne

temporal�.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 041205-
3, shows 20 times zero-padded coherence peaks correspond-
ing to the two slides ��a� and �b�, respectively� for the two
polarization �dotted line—H polarization; solid line—V polar-
ization�.

Even if the fringes have the same frequency, providing
perfect overlap of the depth profiles, the fringe patterns should
also overlap perfectly when represented in k-space since the
intensity modulation is the same for the two polarizations. A
remaining nonzero phase difference between the two polariza-
tions’ spectra indicates that the spectra are shifted with respect
to each other, as illustrated in Fig. 4�a�. This incorrect wave-
length assignment generates polarization artifacts, a ghost bi-
refringence that acts as an offset in the calculated tissue bire-
fringence, and needs to be corrected. In order to overlap the
fringe patterns corresponding to the two polarizations and for
the two slides simultaneously, we separate the fringe patterns
for the two slides, and for each slide, we cross-correlate the
two polarizations. The two cross-correlations are multiplied to
determine the best simultaneous overlap and to select the
pixel shift corresponding to the maximum of the product. This
pixel shift is converted into a K-shift that translates KV
�K-shift=pixel shift*k-spacing, where k-spacing= �Kmax
−Kmin�/total number of k-values�. The two cross-correlations
can be zero-padded for a more precise calculation of the
K-shift. The V spectrum is interpolated to the shifted KV
range, and the result is shown in Fig. 4�b�, demonstrating
perfect overlap of the fringes corresponding to the first slide.
The wavelength assignments calculated from the shifted KV
and from KH �that was not modified� are saved to be used
when analyzing the OCT data.

4 Experimental Results
We tested this method using a series of measurements from a
sample constructed of a mirror in a model eye while stepping

tered on the ONH. �a� Integrated reflectance map showing a normal
�c� RNFL thickness map �color bar scaled in microns�. The circle on

s as corresponding to the ONH �S=superior, N=nasal, I=inferior, T
er, cen
e map;
ss map
July/August 2007 � Vol. 12�4�4
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he reference mirror by 100 �m in air. A schematic of the
S-SDOCT system is shown in Fig. 5. The light source for

hese measurements was a superluminescent diode �Superlum,
oscow, Russia� with a center wavelength of 840 nm and a

ull width at half maximum �FWHM� of 50 nm. The details
f the polarization-sensitive spectrometer were described
lsewhere.19 In short, a Wollaston prism is used to separate
he two orthogonal polarization components of the interfer-
nce spectrum dispersed by a transmission diffraction grating.
he resulting spectra are simultaneously imaged on the same

inear CCD, each of them on a half of the CCD. This particu-
ar spectrometer design limits the bandwidth of the light
ource that can be used such that two spectra �for the two
rthogonal polarizations� can be imaged on the linear CCD
ithout overlap. However, our calibration method is general

or any light source, and a redesigned spectrometer could also
e used with a Ti:Sapphire laser for better axial resolution.
he spectrometer calibration is performed as outlined earlier
nd provides perfect overlap of the coherence peaks for the
wo polarization channels, as shown in Fig. 6, where red and
lue correspond to the two polarization channels, H and V. In
ATLAB, the calibration of the PS-SDOCT spectrometer takes

bout 10 s, and can be implemented in real time. It needs to
e done just once per measurement session, and it does not
equire a sample �patient�.

The Stokes vector is calculated for each position of the
irror in the reference arm following known procedures for

epth-resolved polarization analysis.20,21 Figure 7 shows the
ngle on the Poincaré sphere between the Stokes vector at the
rst mirror position and all the subsequent ones. The small
ngular deviation demonstrates a very efficient removal of
epth-dependent ghost birefringence. One can determine the
rror in the k assignment as �k=�� /z based on the phase
rror �� given by the Stokes vector angle error on the
oincaré sphere for a depth z. The wavelength assignment
rror is then ��=�2�k /2�. The average phase error for the
6 measurements spaced 100 �m apart in depth is 0.037 deg
ith a standard deviation of 0.379 deg �Fig. 7�. This average
hase error demonstrates accuracy in wavelength assignment
f 0.7 pm. The standard deviation gives a double-pass phase

17,22

ig. 7 The angle on the Poincaré sphere between the Stokes vector at
he first mirror position and all the subsequent ones.
etardation per unit depth �DPPR/UD� error of 3.79

ournal of Biomedical Optics 041205-
�10−3 deg/�m for measurements on a reflector with a
signal-to-noise ratio �SNR� of 50 to 60 dB, resulting in an
error of 4.4�10−6 in calculating the tissue birefringence. The
DPPR/UD error measured here is about two orders of magni-
tude smaller than the expected DPPR/UD for the retinal nerve
fiber layer �RNFL� �0.1 to 0.4 deg/�m� reported earlier.22,23

5 In Vivo Retinal Measurements

The retina of a normal volunteer �right eye� was scanned at a
rate of 29 fps with 1000 A-lines/frame. The size of the 3-D
scan is 4.24�5.29�1.57 mm3 and contains 190 frames �B-
scans� acquired in 6.5 s. The integrated reflectance, birefrin-
gence, and RNFL thickness maps are shown in Fig. 8, con-
firming previous findings that the RNFL birefringence is not
uniform across the retina.17,23 The integrated reflectance �Fig.
8�a�� and the thickness �Fig. 8�c�� maps were obtained as
described in our previous work,24 while the birefringence map
�Fig. 8�b�� was calculated following the depth-resolved
changes in the Stokes vector.17,25 The Stokes vectors were first
averaged over 12 A-lines per frame, 5 frames and 2 pixels in
depth �approximately the coherence length�, covering a vol-
ume of 133�139�6.8 �m3. The double-pass phase retarda-
tion per unit length � was calculated for pairs of volume-
averaged A-lines from the rotation on the Poincaré sphere of
the backscattered depth-resolved Stokes vectors.17,25 Knowing
the RNFL thickness24 L, we therefore determined the RNFL
birefringence �n for each pair of volume-averaged A-lines as
�n= �� /2���� /2L� and constructed the RNFL birefringence
map shown in Fig. 8�b�. To our knowledge, this is the first
published RNFL birefringence map of the human retina. Pre-
vious works have only evaluated the RNFL birefringence
along a few circular scans around the optic nerve head
�ONH�.22,23

Superior, nasal, inferior, and temporal areas of the retina
around the ONH are indicated in Fig. 8�a� by the letters S, N,
I, and T. The integrated reflectance map �Fig. 8�a��, obtained
by simply integrating the logarithmic depth profiles, illustrates
the blood vessel structure around the ONH. The RNFL thick-
ness map �Fig. 8�c�� is scaled in microns �color bar on the top
of the image� indicating a RNFL thickness of up to 200 �m.
The central dark blue area corresponds to the position of the
ONH �also indicated in Fig. 8�a� by a circle� that was ex-
cluded from both the thickness and the birefringence maps. A
typical bow-tie pattern can be seen for the distribution of the
RNFL thickness around the ONH, showing a thicker RNFL
superior and inferior to the ONH. The birefringence map �Fig.
8�b�� illustrates a variation of the birefringence values be-
tween 0 and 5.16�10−4, and it clearly demonstrates that the
RNFL birefringence is not uniform across the retina, as pre-
viously shown;22,23 it is smaller nasal and temporal and larger
superior and inferior to the ONH. The birefringence map was
averaged with a median filter of 3�7 pixels, covering an
area of 83�78 �m2, assuming that the birefringence is rela-
tively constant over such area. At the location of the blood
vessels, the average birefringence over the RNFL thickness
was found to be significantly lower, due to the lack of bire-
fringence in these structures.19 The birefringence was invali-
dated by setting it to zero if the thickness was smaller than
two coherence lengths, resulting in the dark blue region at the

right edge of the birefringence map. The mean value of the

July/August 2007 � Vol. 12�4�5
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irefringence is 3.04�10−4 and the standard deviation is
.95�10−4 after exclusion of the invalidated areas. The bire-
ringence values and the variation as a function of location
round the ONH in the two-dimensional �2-D� map match
ell with previously published results.22,23

Conclusion
n conclusion, we presented a spectrometer calibration tech-
ique that can be performed directly on the patient data with-
ut requiring additional measurements and that can be auto-
ated in a clinical setting. It can be applied to both SD-OCT

nd OFDI systems and can be especially valuable for func-
ional extensions of OCT such as PS-OCT. We demonstrated
icometer accuracy in determining the wavelength mapping
n spectrometer calibration. We also presented for the first
ime a large-area RNFL birefringence map of the human
etina.
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